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Cartan ideal, prolongation, and Backlund transformations for Einstein's 
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(Received 20 September 1985; accepted for publication 3 January 1986) 

Einstein's equations in the Newman-Penrose formalism for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological 
const~t, and electrovacuum fields are expressed as Cartan ideals. Two different prolongations of 
these tdeals are obtained. These two types of prolonged ideals generalize previous prolongations 
for vacuum fields to vacuum with cosmological constant and electrovacuum fields. Some 
Backlund transformations are obtained for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological constant, and 
electrovacuum fields. These Backlund transformations include the generalized Kerr-Schild 
(GKS) transformation, and a two-parameter generalization of the GKS transformation. GKS 
transformations are studied in detail. Expressions for the transformation of Newman-Penrose 
quantities are given and algebraic properties are discussed. It is shown that the GKS 
transformation cannot give algebraically general and asymptotically fiat vacuum and 
electrovacuum space-time metrics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The geometric theory of partial differential equations 
(POE's) as found by Cartan,I-3 besides its own interest, is a 
useful tool for inverse scattering problems and construction 
of Backlund transformations. The essence of Cartan's ap
proach is to express POE's as a differential ideal.4 Then, 
prolongating this ideal,5-7 it is possible to obtain "associated 
equations of the POE," which are used in solving the origi
nal POE's via inverse scattering methods, or in establishing a 
correspondence between solutions of the POE's (Le., Back
lund correspondence). 

Inverse scattering technique8 is a well-understood and 
powerful tool in two-dimensional problems. Extension of 
this method to higher dimensions is also subject to current 
interest.9 The first step in the application of the inverse scat
tering technique is to find the associated linear equation for 
the POE's, i.e., the linear equation whose integrability is 
guaranteed by the original POE's. For problems in higher 
dimensions existence of associated linear equations is not 
sufficient to solve the POE's, but they may lead to Backlund 
transformations. The prolongation technique mentioned 
above can be used to obtain these associated equations. Pro
longation was first described by Cartan as a lifting of the 
ideal representing the POE's to a fiber bundle, and used to 
eliminate independent variables. A nontrivial generalization 
is given by Estabrook and Wahlquist10 as prolongating the 
ideal (representing the POE's) by lifting and adding new 
generators. These additional generators represent associated 
equations for the original POE's. 

Applications of inverse scattering to general relativity is 
practically restricted to space-times admitting symmetries. 

0) Present address: Mathematics Department. State University of New 
York at Stony Brook. Stony Brook. New York 11794. 

In fact, space-times admitting two commuting non-null 
Killing vector fields has been shown to be completely inte
grable11,12 and their associated linear equations led to several 
equivalent Backlund transformations. 13

-
15 The applications 

of prolongation technique to general relativity starts with 
Harrison, by the construction of Backlund transformations 
for the Ernst equation. 13 Later work, from Chinea 16 and 
Glirses,17 generalize this construction to space-times with
out symmetries satisfying vacuum Einstein equations: 
Chinea proposes a linear equation to be useful in inverse 
scattering (see also Julia 18). On the other hand, Glirses' ap
proach leads to the construction of Backlund transforma
tions, 17,19 which are generalized to Einstein spaces (vacuum 
with cosmological constant) and electrovacuum fields in the 
present work. 

Prolongation technique, as given by Chinea, Glirses, 
d H . 16,172021 k f . an arnson "ma e use 0 a compact matnx formu-

lation of Einstein's equations obtained from connections in 
principal bundles. In fact, starting from a null basis for tet
rad vectors, the expressions obtained constitute a compact 
version of the Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism.22 Expres
sion of Einstein's equations for various (vacuum, vacuum 
with cosmological constant, electrovacuum) cases in com
pact form are given in Sec. II. 

The formalism described above is used to study Ein
stein's equations in the framework of Cartan's theory of dif
ferential equations: The PDE's in terms of differential forms 
obtained in Sec. II are used to construct a closed ideal in Sec. 
III. Then, in Sec. IV prolongated ideals are investigated, and 
two different prolongations of the ideals constructed in Sec. 
III are given. One of the prolongations generalizes the equa
tions obtained by Chinea16 to nonvacuum fields!9 and the 
other gives Backlund transformations that are discussed in 
detail in Sec, V. In Sec. V, some Backlund transformations 
are constructed. Construction of the Backlund transforma
tion is not sufficient to ensure the existence of new solutions 
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since it still remains to solve the associated equations that 
may well lead (since the system to be solved may be overde
termined) to nontrivial restrictions of the background (i.e., 
the known solution to start with) or to a trivial solution for 
the transformation itself. This last step, that is, the solution 
of associated equations, is presented in detail for the OKS 
transformation in Sec. VI. The compatibility condition of 
the OKS transformation for algebraic general backgrounds 
is found and examples for space-times satisfying these condi
tions are given. The main feature of this constraint is that 
vacuum (and in general electrovacuum) backgrounds ad
mitting the OKS transformation cannot be both algebraic 
general and asymptotically fiat,22,25,26 and since the con
straint is invariant under the OKS transformation resulting 
space-times also will have the same character. 24 

II. EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS IN THE COMPACT 
NEWMAN-PENROSE FORMALISM 

In this section we will give a compact formulation for 
the structure equations of a space-time and the Einstein 
equations. We will essentially express Newman-Penrose 
(NP) equations22 in terms ofsl(2,C)-valued forms. 27 Then 
Einstein's equations are obtained simply by equating compo
nents of the tracefree Ricci spinor and curvature scalar to 
corresponding spinorial components of the energy momen
tum tensor. The crucial point of the formulation is that we 
have to write these equalities as matrix-valued differential 
forms that will be suitable for the expression of equations of 
motion for physical (nongravitational) fields. 17 

In the following we denote by M a space-time manifold 
with a Lorentz metric g. The bundle of orthonormal frames 
on M is a principal fiber bundle28,29(a) with structure group 
SOC 1,3). Then the connection form of M takes its values in 
the Lie algebra of SOC 1,3), and in terms of the canonical 
form of the frame bundle, structure equations of M can be 
written in a compact form as 

de=-UJl\e, 

dUJ = - UJ 1\ UJ + .0.. 

(2.la) 

(2.1b) 

In the equations above, e is an R4 valued one-form. In 
fact the orthonormal tetrad one-form e = {ek }, where ek 

= ek,.. dxl-' in a coordinate basis with the metric given by 

g = eo®eo - el ®el - e2 ®e2 - e3 ®e3, (2.2) 

where ® denotes tensor product, and UJ and .0. are, respec
tively, connection and curvature forms taking values in the 
Lie algebra of SO ( 1,3). In Eq. (2.1) d is the exterior deriva
tive and 1\ denotes exterior multiplication of corresponding 
matrices. In the following we will drop the 1\ sign for exteri
or products, and all multiplications should be understood as 
appropriate matrix multiplications with exterior products of 
corresponding forms, unless otherwise stated. 

To obtain a compact NP formalism, we will first estab
lish correspondence between an orthonormal frame {ek} 
and a 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix whose entries constitute a null 
frame, then we will give structure equations in terms of this 
matrix and sl(2,C)-valued forms, and finally we will present 
transformations of the connection and curvature resulting 
from the action ofSL(2,C) on null frames. 

1820 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.7, July 1986 

We establish a 1-1 correspondence between the ortho
normal frame {ek} and 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix 0' as 

I 3 

0' = - I (O'kek), (2.3a) 
Ji k=O 

ek = (I1Ji)Tr(O'O'k)' k = 0, ... ,3, (2.3b) 

where the O'k are Pauli spin matrices, i.e., 

0'0 = (~ ~), 0'1 = (~ ~). 
0'2 = ( ~ i ~). 0'3 = (~ ~ J 

We then define a null frame {l,n,m,m} as 

1= (eo + e3 ), n = (eo - e3 ), 

Ji Ji 
(el + fe2) - (e l - fe2) m= , m= 

Ji Ji 
with the metric given by 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

g=l®n+n®l-m®m-m®m. (2.6) 

Then Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.5) give an identification of the 
null frame {l,n,m,m} with 2X2 Hermitian matrices as 

0' = (~ :). (2.7) 

It can be seen that any other identification of the null frame 
{/,n,m,m} with Hermitian 2 X 2 matrices is similar, either to 
0' or its complex conjugate iT. We will write all equations in 
terms of iT and iT = EO'Et (see Ref. 30), where E = - f0'2' 
That is, 

a = (n - m), iT = ( 1m). 
-m I m n 

(2.8a) 

In the following, 1j and 'I] t denote complex and Hermitian 
conjugates of 'I] respectively, and fJ is equal to E'I]Et, for any 
'1]. Also we have 

r= -ErtEt = -ft, 
¢ = _ ErPtEt = _ ~t. 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

We now give structure equations in terms of a and 
sl(2,C)-valued connection and curvature forms r and R, as 

da + ra - art = 0, (2.9a) 

dr + rr -R =0, (2.9b) 

and we obtain Bianchi identities by taking exterior deriva
tive of Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) as27 

Ra + aR t = 0, 

dR -Rr + rR =0, 
with 

where 

ro= yl+ En -am -pm, 
r I = - 7'1 - Kn + pm + O'm, 

r 2 = vI + 1Tn -Am - pm; 

Ro = (A - rPll - "'2)ln + "'31m + rPlzim 

A. H. Bilge and M. GOrses 

(2.lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.11) 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

(2.12c) 

1820 
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(2.13a) 

RI = (,pI + rPoI)/n - (,p2 + 2A)/m 

- rPoim + rPoonm + ,ponm + (rPOI - ,pl)mm, 
(2.13b) 

R2 = - (,p3 + rP21)/n + ,pim + rP221m 

- rP20nm - (,p2 + 2A)nm - (rP21 - ,p3)mm. 
(2.13c) 

In Eqs. (2.12), the scalars a,/3,Y,A,p"v,p,U,€,1',K,1T are NP 
spin coefficients, and in Eqs. (2.13), ,pA (A = 0, ... ,4), rPij 
(i,j = 0, ... ,2) are, respectively, components of the Weyl and 
tracefree Ricci spinor and A is the curvature scalar. 

We then give transformations of rand R corresponding 
totheSL(2,C) action on null frames. IfSESL(2,C), then the 
action of S on null frames is given as 

u_SuSt . (2.14 ) 

This action leaves the metric invariant. The connection r 
and the curvature R transform as 

r-srs-I-dSS- I, 

R_SRS-I. 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.1Sb) 

Explicit expressions for Eqs. (2.10), (2.1Sa), and (2.1Sb) 
can be found, for example, in Ref. 31. 

Finally we will express Einstein's equations in the NP 
formalism. They are 

(2.16) 

where 1'ij and l' A are the corresponding spinorial compo
nents of the energy momentum tensor. Thus to obtain a com
pact formulation we have to separate tracefree Ricci and 
curvature scalar components of R by a "compact oper
ation," which is exactly multiplication from the right by U. 
We remark that [Eq. (2.1Oa)] Ru is anti-Hermitian, hence 
energy momentum tensors will be represented by anti-Her
mitian three-form matrices. We give Einstein's equations for 
vacuum (V), vacuum with cosmological constant (V + A), 
and electrovacuum (EV) cases in the NP formalism for both 
component and matrix (compact) form. 

(a) Vacuum: In the NP formalism we have rPij = A = O. 
The corresponding equations in compact notation are given 
as 

Ru=O. (2.17) 

TABLE I. Einstein's equations for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological 
constant, and electrovacuum in the Newman-Penrose formalism: compo
nent form and compact form. 

Vacuum (V) 

Vacuum with t/Jij = 0 A = Ao 
cosmological 
constant (V + A) Ao constant 

Electrovacuum t/Jij = 2kt/J; ¢>} A = 0 
(EV) 

t/J;'s given by Eqs. (2.20) 
Maxwell equations by 
Eqs. (2.21) 

Aoconstant 

RiT - 2kiTt/Jtut/JiT = 0 

t/J given by Eq. (2.24) 
Maxwell equations by 
d(ut/JiT) = 0 

1821 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.7, July 1986 

(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant (Einstein space): 
In the NP formalism Einstein equations are rPij = 0 and 
A == Ao, where Ao is a constant. The corresponding equations 
are given in compact form as 

Ru + AoUO'U = 0, (2.18) 

where Ao is a constant. 
(c) Electrovacuum: In the NP formalism we have 

(2.19) 

where k is the gravitational constant and the rPi'S are given in 
terms of the Maxwell tensor FJ-LV as 

rPo=Fpv/l"mv, 

rPl = !Fl"v(ll"nV + mpmV), 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

rP2 = Fpvml"nv (2.20c) 

(recall that I = II" dxl", n = nl"dxl", and m = ml"dxP in a co
ordinate basis), and the rP/s satisfy Maxwell's equations: 

DrPl - 8rPo = (1T - 2a)rPo + 2prPl - KrP2, (2.21a) 

DrP2 - 8rPi = -ArPo + 21TrPl + (p - 2€)rP2' (2.21b) 

OrPl - i::J.rPo = (J1- - 2y)rPo + 21'rPl - UrP2, (2.21c) 

OrP2 - i::J.rPl = - vrPo + 2J1-rPl + (1' - 2(3)rP2' (2.2Id) 

where D'YJ = II" al"'YJ, i::J.'YJ = nP ap'YJ, and o'YJ = mpal"'YJ for a 
scalar 'YJ. For the purpose of formulating these equations in a 
compact form, we define the Maxwell two-form as 

Y = F + i*F = - rPl (In - mm) - rPonm + rP2/m, 
(2.22) 

where F = Fl"v dxl" dxv and * F is the Hodge dual of F, i.e., 
*F = !€pv a{3 Fa{:J dxl"dxv. 

Then the Maxwell equations are simply dY = O. Now 
we can give electrovacuum Einstein equations in compact 
form as30 

Ru - 2kurPt O'rPu = 0, 

where k is the gravitational constant, and 

We write the Maxwell two-form as 

1Y = O'rPu, 

1:7 = - urPt 0', 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.2Sa) 

(2.2Sb) 

where 1 is the 2 X 2 identity matrix and Y is the complex 
conjugate of Y. Then Maxwell equations are 

d(O'rPu) = O. (2.26) 

We summarize these results in Table I. 

III. CARTAN IDEAL FOR EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS 

Cartan's geometric theory of partial differential equa
tions (PDE's) essentially consists of the description of a 
PDE as a differential ideal 1 (equivalently, an exterior differ
ential system) on a manifold N. Then an integral manifold of 
1 will be the pair (M,f), where M is a manifold and f 
M _N is an embedding such thatf*a i = 0, for a; in the 
ideal 1. The differential system is said to be completely inte
grable if f(M) is a submanifold of N. The terms, integral 

A. H. Bilge and M. GOrses 1821 
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submanifold or regular integral manifold, will also be used 
for such integral manifolds, and the term regular embedding 
will describe corresponding embeddings. 

We recall that4 systems ofPDE's can be represented as 
systems of homogeneous p-form equations (PDE's in the 
form of exterior differential equations) by possibly introduc
ing new variables. We describe N to be a manifold with local 
coordinates consisting of all independent and dependent var
iables in the PDE's and auxiliary variables introduced in the 
previous step. Local coordinates of M will consist of inde
pendent variables. We then define the forms a; on N such 
that their restriction to M gives the PDE's we started with, 
i.e., for the embeddingf M - N,f*a; = 0 gives our PDE's 
in the form of exterior differential equations. We remark 
that, iff*a; = 0, thenf* (~;5;a;) = 0 also for forms 5; on 
N. Hence any form in the differential ideal 1 = {a;} generat
ed by the a i vanish when restricted to M. Therefore we can 
conclude that it is rather the ideal generated by the a; that 
represents the PDE's. 

We note that different sets of generators may represent 
the same ideal: We define two exterior differential systems 
{aJ and {a;} as algebraically equivalent if they generate the 
same ideal. Then {aJ and {a;} will represent the same 
PDE, hence their integral manifolds will be (possibly differ
ent) solutions of this PDE. 

The closure of an ideal 1 = {aJ is an ideaIl = {a;,da;} 
obtained, by adjoining to 1, exterior derivatives of its genera
tors. An ideal and its closure have the same integral mani
folds sincef*da; = df*a; = O. An idealis closed ifit is alge
braically equivalent to its closure (equivalently if dl C 1). 
The study of differential systems is concerned mainly with 
regular integral manifolds of closed ideals. 

In this study, our main interest will be the solution gen
eration using Backlund transformations and we will not be 
interested in the existence and complete integrability prob
lems. We only note that, for ideals generated by one-forms 
(Pfaff systems), the Frobenius theorem states that the sys
tem is completely integrable if and only if the corresponding 
ideal is closed.4 For higher-order systems we do not have 
such a complete result,29(b) however, the Cartan-Kahler 
theorem provides (in the real analytic case) a method of 
construction for integral manifolds starting from lower-di
mensional integral manifolds. We will now express the Ein
stein equations for various sources (V, V + A,EY) as a dif
ferential ideal 10n a manifold N. 

We start by describing local coordinates of M (space
time manifold to be embedded in N) as x"', Ii = 0,1,2,3. 
PDE's in the form of exterior differential equations, repre
senting structure equations, are given by Eqs. (2.9a) and 
(2.9b), and their integrability conditions, i.e., Bianchi iden
tities are given by (2.l0a) and (2.lOb). Also Eqs. (2.17), 
(2.18), and (2.23) represent, respectively, Einstein's equa
tions for V, V + A, and EY fields. Dependent variables con
sist of the components of the metric (in fact coordinate com
ponents of the tetrad frame) of the connection of the 
curvature, and of the physical fields, for the nonvacuum 
case. They will constitute, together with xi', local coordi
nates of N. We will construct for V, V + A, and EY, a closed 
Cartan ideal with generators {a;} such that, forf M _ Nan 
embedding,J*a; = 0 gives the corresponding structure and 
Einstein equations. To be precise, lis two sided, and includes 
complex conjugates of scalar forms, hence complex conju
gates and Hermitian conjugates of matrix forms. We will 
give for each case ( V, V + A, and EY) two algebraic equiva
lent sets of generators denoted by generating set A andgener
ating set B. 

Generating set A: This generating set defines connection 
and curvature forms and gives Einstein's equations. We will 
use this generating set to obtain a prolongation of 1 that will 
be used for constructing Backlund transformations. 19 

(aj Vacuum: 1 = {a l ,a2,a3,a4 }, where 

a l =du+ ru- urt , 

a2 = dr + rr - R, 

a3 =Ru, 

a4 =dR -Rr+ rR. 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

(3.4) 

We note that dim N = 58 since we have 10,24, and 20 varia
bles to describe the metric, connection, and curvature, re
spectively. Also we remark that da l = a 3 + a 3+ and da 2 

= a 4 , hence 1 is closed. 
(bj Vacuum with cosmological constant: 

1 = {a l ,a2,a3,a4}, where aI' a2' and a 4 are given by Eqs. 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.4), respectively, and 

a3 = Ru + Aoua-u, (3.5) 

where Ao is a constant. The dim N is still 58. We remark that 
since ua-u is anti-Hermitian, da l Cl, and, using Eq. (2.86), 
we obtain 

da- =:al + rt a- - a-r. (3.6) 

TABLE II. The generating set A and generating set B for the Caftan ideal of Einstein's equations for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological constant, and 
electrovacuum. 

Generating set A 

Generating set B 

Vacuum 

a) =du+ ru-urt 
a2 =dr+rr-R 
a3 =Ru 
a4 =dR -Rr + rR 

a)=du+ru-urt 

a 3 = (dr+rou 

1822 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.7, July 1986 

Vacuum with cosmological constant 

a) =du+ ru-urt 
a2 =dr + rr-R 
a3 = Ru + A.oUUU 
a4 =dR -Rr+ rR 

a) =du+ ru-urt 

a 3 = (dr + rou+A.oUUU 

Electrovacuum 

a) =du+ ru-urt 
a2 =dr + rr-R 
a3 = Ru - 2ku¢tu¢u 
a4 =dR -Rr+ rR 
as =d(u¢u) 

a)=du+ru-urt 
a 3 = (dr + rou - 2ku¢tu¢u 
as =d(u¢u) 

A. H. Bilge and M. GOrses 1822 
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Then, it can be checked that da3 Cl, hence I is closed. 
(c) Electrovacuum: 1= {a l,a2,a3,a4,aS}' where a l,a2, 

and a4 are given by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4), respective
ly, and 

a3 = Ru - 2kut/Jt ut/Ju, 

as = d(ut/Ju), 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where k is the gravitational constant and t/J is given by Eq. 
(2.25), and we note that ut/Ju is proportional to the identity 
matrix. For EY fields, dim N = 58 + 6 = 64. Using Eqs. 
(3.6) and (3.8) it can be checked that da3 Cl, hence I is 
closed. 

Generating set B: In this generating set, we omit the de
finition of the curvature, hence the Bianchi identities, then 
dimension of N is considerably reduced. This generating set 
will give a prolongation of I that has been proposed for in
verse scattering problems. 16.18.19 

(a) Vacuum: 1= {a l ,a3}, whereal is given byEq. (3.1) 
and 

a 3 = (dr + rnu, (3.9) 

than dim N = 38, and again it can be seen that I is closed. 
(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant: 1= {al,a3}, 

where a I is given by Eq. (3.1) and 

a 3 = (dr + rnU+AoUUU, (3.10) 

also dim N = 38 and I is closed. 
(c) Electrovacuum: I = {a l,a3,aS}' where a l and as are 

given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.8) and 

a 3 = (dr + rnu - 2k(ut/Jt ut,6u). (3.11) 

In this case, dim N = 38 + 6 = 44, and I is closed. 
We present both sets of generators for V, V + A, and EY 

in Table II. 

IV. PROLONGATION OF THE CARTAN IDEAL FOR 
EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS 

Prolongation of an ideal I in a manifold N is an ideal I ' 
containing I, in a fiber bundle N' over N. If 1T: N' ---+ N is the 
projection, we construct I ' by lifting the generators {a j } of I 
toN' and by adding new generatorswA; thatisI' is generated 
by {1T*a i'W A }. In this construction the W A 's are not of the 
formwA = dOB,forOBEl'. Then if I' = {1T*aj>wA}isclosed, 
we have a nontrivial prolongation of I, and the POE we 
started with is said to have a prolongation structure.S-7.I3.16 

If (M, f')'/': M ---+ N' is an integral manifold of I', then 
f'*(1T*a j ) = 0 andf'*wA = O. Therefore (M,1Tof') is an in
tegral manifold of I with additional equations given by f*w A 

= 0 also solved. Furthermore,1O for the nontrivial pro
longed ideal I' constructed as above, the maximum-dimen-
sional regular integral submanifolds of I and I ' are the same. 
Therefore, if I is a completely integrable system, its prolon
gation I' is also completely integrable.4 

In the prolongation process of an ideal representing a 
POE, we are interested in finding additional forms that are 
linear in fiber variables. In these cases, they represent "asso
ciated linear equations" for original POE's. In any case, pro
longation forms are useful whenever they represent equa
tions easier to solve than the original POE's. Although the 
term "associated linear equation" has a special meaning in 
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inverse scattering problems, we will use the term "associated 
equations" to designate the equations represented by f'*w A 

=0. 
In the following sections we will give two different pro

longations of the Cartan ideal constructed in Sec. III for V, 
V + A, and EY field equations. The first .~onstruction will 
give the linear equation proposed to be useful in the inverse 
scattering approach, the second will lead to Backlund trans
formations. 

A. Prolonged Ideals using generating set B 

In this section we construct a prolongation of I using 
generating set B given in Sec. III. In each case ( V, V + A,EY) 
associated linear equations are formally the Rarita
Schwinger equations, and fiber variables admit a transfor
mation that leave the associated equations and the ideal in
variant. We give the prolonged ideals as follows. 

(a) Vacuum: I' = {a l,a3'w}, where a l,a3 are given by 
Eqs. (3.1), (3.9), and 

(4.1 ) 

where \{I is a complex vector one-form. Using Eqs. (3.1), 
(3.6), and (2.8b), we find 

dw = ~I (d\{l + r\{l) + ~ \{I + rt w, 
hence I' is closed. 

(4.2) 

The transformation 

\{I ---+ \{I + (d + nil', (4.3) 

where II' is an arbitrary zero-form vector, leaves W invariant 
(modulo I). 

(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant: 
I' = {al,a3,wt>w2}' wherea l ,a3 are given by Eqs. (3.1) and 
(3.10) and 

WI = u[ (d + n \{II + J.lU\{l2], 

W2 = u[ (d - rt ) \{I2 + J.lu\{l tl, 
( 4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

whereJ.l2 =Ao and \{II and \{I2 are one-form vectors. Using 
Eqs. (3.1), (3.6) and (2.8b), we find 

dW I = ~I (d\{ll + r\{ll + J.lU\{l2) - J.lua l \{I 2 + ~ \{II 

+ rt WI + J.lUw2, (4.5a) 

dW2 = a I (d\{l2 - rt \{I2 + J.lU\{lI) - J.lU~ I \{II 

+ aj\{l2 + J.lUW 1 - rW2' (4.5b) 

hence I' is closed. It can also be checked that the transforma-
tion 

\{II---+\{II + (d + ntpl + J.lUtp2' 

'1'2---+'1'2 + (d - r t )tp2 + J.lUtpl' 

( 4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

where 11'1,11'2 are arbitrary zero-form vectors, leaves the ideal 
invariant. 

(c) Electrovacuum: I' = {a\la3,aS,wI'w2}, whereal,a3, 

and as are, respectively, given by Eqs. (3.1), (3.11), and 
(3.8), and 

WI = u[ (d + n\{ll + J.lt,6u'l'z]' 

W2 = q[ (d - r t )'I'2 + J.lt/Jtu'l'd, 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

whereJ.l2 = - 2k, \{II and '1'2 are one-form vectors. Using 
Eqs. (3.1), (3.6), (3.8), (2.8b), and (2.8c), we obtain 
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- -t 
d(i)1 =al(d'lll + r'll\) +a3 '11 1 

+ /-laS 'II2 + rt(i)1 + /-lUtP(i)2' 

d(i)2 = a l (d'll2 - r t 'll2) + aI'II2 

- /-laI 'III + /-liTtPt(i) 1 - r(i)2' 

hence [' is a closed ideal. The transformation 

'III~'III + (d + r)q?1 + /-ltPiTq?2' 

'112~'II2 + (d - r t )q?2 + /-ltPtUq?1 

leaves the ideal invariant. 

( 4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Equation (4.1) was proposed as an associated linear 
equation for vacuum Einstein equations by Julia l

& and 
Chinea, 16 and is expected to be useful in finding solutions of 
Einstein's equations by inverse scattering technique. For 
space-times admitting symmetries, inverse scattering is re
duced to two dimensions, and can be solved, II-IS but in the 
general case, application of the inverse scattering technique 
to general relativity is an open problem. The results of this 
section are summarized in Table III. 

B. Prolonged Ideals using generating set A 

Prolonged ideals described in this section will be used to 
find Backlund transformations. For notational convenience, 
we introduce the differential operator lO as 

lO1] = d1] + r1] + ( - 1) p1]rt, (4.10) 

for any p-form 1]. We give the prolonged ideals. 
(a) Vacuum: [' = {a1,a2,a3,a4,(i)I,(i)2}' where ai' a2, a3, 

anda4 are given by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4),re
spectively and 

(i)1 = m + (i)iT + «(i)iT) t, (4.11) 

(4.12 ) 

where t is a Hermitian and (i) is a sl{2,C)-valued (traceless) 
one-form. We then obtain 

- - t t t d(i)1 = a2t + ta2 - r(i)1 - (i)lr + (i)2 + (i)2' (4.13 ) 

d(i)2 = a 2(i)iT + (i)iTai + a3(i) t 

(i)2 = RI + lO{(i)iT) - XI' 

We write Xl as 

XI = -/-loBo - AoBl' 

where Ao, /-lo are constants, and 

Eo = iTuiT, 

E I = iTut + iTtiT + tuiT. 

(4.15 ) 

(4.16 ) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18 ) 

We note that XI is anti-Hermitian, hence Eq. (4.15) ex
presses thatd(i)1 C[', and we need tocheckonlyd(i)2C['. We 
will use the following forms of Eq. (4.11): 

dt = (i)1 - rt + trt - (i)iT + iT(i)t, (4.19) 

ii = '%il + rtt - tr + (i)tU - U(i). (4.20) 

In the following (i.e., for V + A and EV) the calcula-
tion of exterior derivatives will be given, mod [', since com
plete expressions become increasingly lengthy. We can ob
tain 

dBo = - riTuiT + iTuiTrt (mod /'). 

dBI = - niTul + iTtiT + luiT) + (iTcii + ala + tua)r t 

- (i)auiT + aua(i) t (mod [' ) . 

We rewrite them as 

DBo = 0 (mod ['), 

lOBI = 0/,.1,0) [(i)RiT - Ra(i)t] (mod /'). 
Therefore, 

lOX I = - (i)RiT + RiT(i) t (mod ['). 

We now obtain d(i)2 as 

(4.21 ) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

d(i)2 = - lOXI + RiT(i)t - (i)Ra (mod /'), (4.25) 

and Eq. (4.24) implies that d(i)2 C/'. 
(c) Electrovacuum: I = {a (7a2,a3,a4,aS,(i)I,(i)2,(i)3,(i)4}, 

where a(7a2,a3,a4, and (i)1 are given by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), 
(3.7), (3.4), (3.8), and (4.11), respectively. We define 

(i)2 = Rt + lO«(i)iT) - X I' (4.26) 
where 

+ (i)aI + a4t + R(i)1 - r(i)2 + (i)2r t, (4.14 ) XI = Ao(t/J,q?) + Ao(q?,t/J) + Ao(q?,q?) + A I (t/J,t/J), (4.27) 

hence [' is closed. 
(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant: 

[' = {al,a2,a3,a4,(i)I,(i)2}, where ai' a 2, a3, and a4 are given 
by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), and (3.4), respectively. The first 
prolongation form (i)1 will be the same as the one given for 
the vacuum case, i.e., (i)1 is given by Eq. (4.11). The second 
prolongation form will be obtained by adding a source term 
to the right-hand side ofEq. (4.12), i.e., 

where 

Ao(u,v) = 2k [auto-viT], (4.28) 

AI(u,v) = 2k [iTuto-vt + (jut'iva + tuto-va]. (4.29) 

In Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) and throughout Sees. IV and V, u 
and v replace either tP or q?, where tP is given by Eq. (2.24) 
and q? is a SL(2,C)-valued zero-form (whose components 
are additional field variables). 

TABLE III. Prolongation of the Cartan ideal of Einstein's equations using generating set B for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological constant, and electro
vacuum. 

Vacuum 

a, = du+ ru - urt 

a3= (dr+ rnu 

Vacuum with cosmological constant 

a, =du+ ru-urt 

a 3 = (dr + rnu + AoiTuu 

ill, =u[(d+ nlJl, +}LiTIJI21 
ill2 = u[ (d - r t )1JI2 + }LW.l 
where}L2=Ao 
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Electrovacuum 

a,=du+ru-urt 
a3 = (dr + rnu - 2kuq,tuq,u 
as = d(uq,u) 
ill, = u[ (d + nlJl, + }Lq,iTIJI21 
ill2 = u[ (d - r t )1JI2 + }Lq,tUIJI,l 
where}L2 = - 2k 
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TABLE IV.Prolongation of the Cartan ideal of Einstein's equations using generating set A for vacuum, vacuum with cosmological constant and electrova
cuum. 

Vacuum 

a l = diT + riT - iTrt 

a2=dr+ rr-R 
a 3 = RiT 
a 4 =dR -Rr + rR 

Vacuum with cosmological 
constant 

a l = diT + riT - iTrt 

a2=dr+ rr-R 
a3 = RiT + A.oUuiT 
a4 =dR -Rr+ rR 

WI = Dr + wiT + (wiT)t 

Electrovacuum 

a l = diT + riT - iTrt 

a2=dr+ rr-R 
a 3 = RiT - 2kiTtfNTt/JiT 
a4 =dR -Rr + rR 
as = d(ut/JiT) 
w, = Df + wiT + (wiT)t WI = Df + wiT + (wiT)t 

W 2 = Rt + D(wiT) W2 = Rt + D(wiT) - Xl> where 
X I = -1',jJo - A.,jJ I 
Bo=iTuiT 

W2 = Rf + D(wiT) - XI' where 
XI = Ao(t/J,rp) + Ao(rp,t/J) + Ao(rp,rp) + A (t/J,t/J) 
Ao(u,v) = 2k(iTutiTviT) 

B I = iTat + iT/iT + tuiT 

The remaining prolongation forms are 

W3 = d(Cit/;i + tt/liJ) , 

w4 = d(CiipiJ). 

(4.30) 

(4.31 ) 

Since W3 and W4 are exact and X I is anti-Hermitian, we need 
to check only if dw2 C!'. We also note that Eq. (4.26) and 
( 4.15) differ only in the definition of X I' therefore dW2 will be 
in!' if (4.25) holds with XI given as in (4.27). To obtain 
dAo(u,v) and dAI(u,v), we use d(autcvb) = autdCvb 
+ d(autc)vb - autd(cvb) (where a, b, and c replace either 
uort) andEqs. (3.8), (4.30), and (4.31). We obtain 

d[Ao(u,v)]=2k[iJu t dCiviJ] (modI'), (4.32) 

d [A I (t/l,t/l) ] = 2k [iJt/lt dCit/lt + iJt/lt dt t/liJ 

+ tt/lt dCit/liJ] (mod!'). (4.33) 

Finally using Eqs. (3.6) and (4.20) (and also the fact that 
ut/liJ is proportional to the identity matrix), we write (4.32) 
and (4.33) as 

DAo(u,v) =0 (mod!'), (4.34) 

DAI(t/l,t/l) = -wAo(t/l,t/l) + Ao(t/l,t/l)wt (mod!'), 
(4.35) 

and since Ao(t/l,t/l) = RiJ (mod!') we have verified that 
dW2CI'. 

This completes the second set of prolonged ideals. The 
results of this section are summarized in Table IV. In the 
next section we will give a Backlund transform using these 
prolonged ideals. 

TABLE V. Backlund correspondence for Einstein's equations. 

I = {a,} 
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A I (u,v) = 2k(iTut iTvt + iTutwiT 
+ tutUviT) 

W3 = d(ut/Jt + tt/JiT) 
W4 = d(urpiT) 

V. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS OF EINSTEIN'S 
EQUATIONS 

Backlund transformations are basically methods of gen
erating new solutions from known solutions of a POE. The 
prolonged ideals that we have constructed in Sec. IV B will 
be used to find such transformations. We describe the proce
dure as follows: I is an ideal on N (representing a PDE) 
generated by {a;} and I ' its prolongation onN' (fiber bundle 
overN, with projection 1T), with generators {1T*a;,wA}. We 
start with a known solution, i.e., an integral submanifold 
(M, f). Then the construction of!' ensures that (M,J') is an 
integral submanifold of I' withl = ~ I'. We then look for a 
map P: N' ~N' that induces a diffeomorphism of N, then P 
induces a (linear) mapping (P- I )* offorms in N. That is 
1T*a; is mapped to (P- I)*1T*a;, as a linear combination of 
a; 's and w A'S. Ifwe can choose a special form of P, such that 
the ideal generated by {(P- 1 )*1T*aJ is algebraically equi
valent to I', then (M,Fo f') will be a new solution for the 
POE. Thus P is a Backlund transformation relating two so
lutions of the POE. If furthermore P can be extended to a 
diffeomorphism on N' then we can describe 
j' = {(P- I)*1T*a;. (P-I)*WA} as prolongated from 
(P -I) *1T*a'j This process is illustrated in Table V. 

A. Construction of Backlund transformations for 
Einstein's equations 

In order to obtain a Backlund transformation, we con
sider a map P on N', such that iJ~+i, r~r+w, 
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R_R + p, ~ + fP. Such a characterization ensures that 
F induces a diffeomorphism of N'. Then we denote ai 

= (F -I) *1r*aj> and we can find explicit forms of ai by 
simply replacing u,r ,R, tjJ in each a i by their values under F. 
Therefore 

a l = al + Dt + lUU + (lUU)t + (lUt) + (lUt)t, 

a2 = a2 + dlU + lUr + rlU + lUlU - p, 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

a4 =a4 + dp -RlU + lUR -per +lU) + (r + lU)p, 
(5.3 ) 

a3 = a3 + Rt + D(lUU) + D(lUt) + lUUlUt + lUtlUt - XI' 
(5.4 ) 

where 

0, for V, (5.5) 

- (Ao + ,uo)(U + t)(o- + t)(U + t) 
XI = + AoUo-U, for V + A, (5.6) 

2k(u + t) (tjJt + fP t) (0- + t) (tjJ + fP) (u + t) 
- 2kutjJto-r{Ju, for EV; (5.7) 

as =as +d [(o-+t)(r{J + fP)(u + I)] -d[o-tjJu). (5.8) 

We note that a2 gives the definition of p and a4 gives an 
identity, then, to obtain algebraic equivalence, we have to 
express a I' a3, and as as a sum of a/s and lU A'S, by equating 
remaining terms to O. Comparing Eq. (5.1) with Eqs. (3.1) 
and (4.11) we obtain 

a l =a l + lUI' 

lUt + (lUI) t = O. 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Now consider three cases. 
(a) Vacuum: Comparing Eq. (5.4) with Eqs. (3.3) and 

(4.12), we have 

(5.11 ) 

(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant: Comparing 
Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) with Eqs. (3.5) and (4.15), we obtain 

a3=a3+lU2' (5.12) 

D(lUt) + lUUlUt + lUtlUt - X2 = 0, (5.13) 

where 

X2 = - Ao(B2 + B3) - ,uo(BI + B2 + B3), 

with 

(5.14 ) 

BI = uot + utu + Io-u, 

B2 = utt + 10-1 + Itu, 

B3 = ttl. 

(5.15 ) 

(c) Electrovacuum: Comparing Eqs. (5.4) and (5.8) 
withEqs. (3.7), (4.26), (3.8), (4.30), and (4.31), we obtain 

a3=a3+lU2' (5.16a) 

as=as+lU3+lU4' (5.16b) 

D(lUI) + lUUlUt + lUtlUt - X2 = 0, (5.17a) 

d (UfPI + tgiU + t(gI + r{J)I) = 0, (5.17b) 

where 
3 

X2 = L [Ai (r{J,gI) + Ai (gI,r{J) +Ai(gI,gI)] 
i~1 
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+ L Ai (r{J,r{J) , 
i~2 

with 

AI (u,v) = 2k [iTuto-vt + iTuttvu + tuto-vu] , 

A2(u,v) = 2k [iTuttvl + tuto-vt + tuttvu], 

A3(u,v) = 2k [tUttvI]. 

(5.18 ) 

(5.19 ) 

To obtain a Backlund transform for V, V + A, and EV, 
we propose to solve the equations 

lUi = 0, (5.20) 

lUUlUt - X2 = 0, (5.21) 

whereX2isOfor V,andisgivenbyEqs. (5.14) and (5.18) for 
V + A and EV, respectively. 

B. A method of solution for roj = 0, roUro t = X2 

We note that, since lU is defined by Eq. (4.12), it is un
necessary to consider it anymore as a fiber coordinate, as 
long as we solve for the components. Therefore, the first step 
will be, starting from an arbitrary parametrization of i, to 
solve for the components of lU from Eq. (4.11), i.e., the asso
ciated equationf*lUi = 0; then to put restrictions either on 
the background or on the components of i such that lUt = 0 
and lUUlUt = X2' for the appropriate value of X2' The equa
tions for i will be first order, and in general, we will be inter
ested in simple linear equations that are sufficient to solve 
lUi = 0, lUUlU = X2' We will give general expressions for lU 
with lUt = O. The expression for lUUlU t is cumbersome in the 
general case, but once lU is found, lUUlU t can be obtained by 
simple substitutions for each special type of transformation 
under consideration. 

Solution of lU and the constraint equations completes the 
construction of the Backlund transform. But still we may 
have constraints on the background arising from algebraic 
or overdetermined equations in lUz. 

We now solve lU from the associated equationf'*lU I = 0, 
where lUI = Di + lUU - UlUt : Starting with the following 
parametrization of i and as 

-d3) _ 
- m, 
dl 

lU~ ) 
z n 

-lUo 

lU
4 

) 
2 _ 

4 m, 
-lUo 

(5.22a) 

(5.22b) 

we will solve lU from restriction of lU I [Eq. (4.11) ] on M, i.e., 

dt + ri - irt = - lUU + UlUt . (5.23) 

We write 

di + ri - irt 
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E6) _ mm, 
Fl 

and solve for the components of cu as 

cu6 =!( - 2A2 + E2 - E2 + F2), 

cu~ =! ( - 2A I + E4 - E4 + FI ), 

cu6 =!( - CI + D2 + El + 2E6), 

cu~ =!( - C\ + D2 + EI - 2E6) , 

cui =!(CI +D2+EI), 

cui =D I , 

cui =!( -E4- E4+ Fd, 
cui = - E5, 

cu~ = C2, 

cu~ = !(CI +D2 -EI), 

cu~ = -E3' 

cu~ = - !(E2 + E2 + F2 ), 

where 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

Al = - Dal + aa2 - 2(y + r)a2 - KC I - KCI + rC2 

+ 'TC2 - ('T + 1f)dl - (r + 1T)dl, 

A2 = - Dbl + ab2 - 2(E + '€)b l + 1TC I + 1fcl - VC2 

- VC2 - ('T + 1f)d2 - (r + 1T)d2, 

CI = 8a l + adl - ral + va2 + uCI + PCI 

+ (ji- 2r)dl + Adl + ('T + r)d4, 

C2 = 8b l + ad2 + [2(a + p) - r]bl + vb2 - ACI 

- jici + (ji + 2y)d2 + Ad2 - vd3 - vd4, 

DI = 8a2 +Ddl - Ka l + [- 2(a +p) + 1T]a2 + UC2 

+ PC2 - (2'€ + p )d l + udl + Kd3 + Kd4, 

D2 = 8b2 + Dd2 - Kb l + 1Tb2 - AC2 - jiC2 

+ (2E - p)d2 - ud2 -1Td3 -1fd4, 

El = - DC I + aC2 + 1fa l - va2 - Kb l + 'Tb2 (5.26) 

- 2€c l - 2yc2 - ('T + 1f)d3 - (r + 1T)d4, 

E2 = 8c I + ad3 - jial + pbl + (2{3 - r)cl 

+ VC2 - vdl + 'Td2 + jid3 + Ad4, 

E3 = Del + ad4 - Aa l + ubi + (2a - 'T)c l + VC2 

- Vdl + 'Td2 + Ad3 + Lu + 2(r - y) ]d4, 

E4 = 8c2 + Dd3 - jia2 + pb2 + ( - 2a + 1T)C2 

- 1fdl + Kd2 - pd3 - ud4 - C1K, 

E5 = De2 + Dd4 - Aa2 + ub2 + ( - 2{3 + 1f)C2 -1fdl 

+ Kd2 - ud3 + [2(,€ - E) - p]d4 - C1K, 
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E6 = M3 - 8d4 + (p - p)Cl + (J.t - ji)C2 - Adl 

+ jidl + ud2 - pd2 + 2(a - P)d4, 

FI = ~dl - 8d l + (p - p)al + (J.t - ji)a2 - 2ad l 

+ 2ad 1 + pd3 - pd3 + ud4 - ud4, 

F2 = ~d2 - 8d2 + (p - p)bl + (J.t - ji )b2 + 2{3d2 

- 2{3d2 - J.td3 + jid3 - Ad4 + Ad4· 

We then write 

- (-N cut = 
P 

where 

M = [cu6a2 + cu: C2 - cu~al - cuicl] In 

+ [cu6dl + cuI d4 - cu6al - cui cd 1m 

+ [cu6dl + cu: d3 - cu~al - cui cd 1m 

+ [cu~dl + cuid4 - CU6a2 - cuic2]nm 
2- 2- 4 4 + [cuodl + CUI d3 - cuOa2 - CUI C2]nm 
3- 3- 4 4 

+ [cuodl +culd3-CUodl-culd4]mm, 

N = [CU~C2 - cu6b2 - CU~CI + cu~bl]ln 
+ [CU~d3 - cu6d2 - CU~Cl + cu6bdlm 

1- 1- 4 4 
+ [cu2d4-CUod2-CU2Cl +cuobd lm 

+ [CU~d3 - CU~d2 - CU~C2 + cu6b2]nm 
2- 2- 4 4 + [cu2d4 - cuOd2 - CU2C2 + cuOb2] nm 
3- 3- 4 4 + [cu2d4 - cuOd2 - cu2d3 + cuOd2]mm, 

(5.27) 
p = [CU6C2 + cu: b2 - CU~CI - cui bl ] In 

+ [cu6d3 + cu: d2 - CU6Cl - cui bd lm 

+ [cu6d4 + cui d2 - CU~Cl - cui bd 1m 

+ [CU~d3 + cuid2 - CU6C2 - cui b2] nm 

+ [CU~d4 + cuid2 - CU~C2 - cuib2]nm 

+ [cu6d4 + cui d2 - CU~d3 - cui d2] mm, 

Then, to construct a Backlund transformation we start 
with a parametrization of t as given in Eq. (5.22a), then 
insert these parameters in Eq. (5.26), and using (5.25) we 
determine the corresponding parametrization of cu, i.e., we 
have cu = cu (t) . We then insert these expressions in (5.27) to 
solve cut = O. The next section illustrates this method. 
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C. Examples for Blcklund transformations of Einstein's 
equations 
1. Example 1 (generalized Kerr-Schild transformation) 

Generalized Kerr-Schild transformations constitute an 
important example for Backlund transformations of Ein
stein's equations. An extensive review of Kerr-Schild trans
formations can be found, for example, in Kramer et al. (see 
Ref. 23, Chap. 28). Generalized Kerr-Schild transforma
tions are those with nonftat background, and they will be 
studied in detail in Sec. VI. 

We choose t as 

(S.28) 

i.e., we let I_I, n-n + VI, and m-m. Then from Eq. 
(S.2S), by taking b l = V, we obtain 

w~ =HDV+2(€+E)V+ (p-,o)V], 

w~ = 8V + [2(a + 13) - 1'] V, (S.29) 

w~ = - uv, 
w~ = -pv, 

and we can see that, ifK = 0, thenwt = 0, hence Eq. (S.lO) is 
satisfied. Then we give 

wuwt = (~ ~) , 
where 

s= V{ - !(p +,o)DV - (€ + E)(p +.0) V 

+ ~(p2 + .02) V - auV}/mm. 

(S.30) 

(S.31) 

We solve the remaining constraints for V, V + A, and EV as 
follows. 

(a) Vacuum: We have 

wifwt = O. 

Therefore, K = 0 and 

- !(p +,o)DV - (€ + E)(p +,o)V 

+ !(p2 + .02) V - auV = 0 

solve the constraints. 

(S.32) 

(S.33 ) 

(b) Vacuum with cosmological constant: We have 

(S.34a) 

where X2 is given by Eq. (S.2Oc). We note that tat = tat 
= tat = tat =0 for any a, and we obtain, from Eq. (S.14), 

(
Imm 0

0
), 

- X2 = 3J-loV 0 (S.34b) 

Hence, using Eq. (S.30), we can see that K = 0 and 

-!(p+,o)DV- (€+E)(P+,o)V 

+ !(p2 + .02) V - auV = - 3J-loV (S.3S) 

solve the constraints. 
(c) Electrovacuum: The constraints are given by Eqs. 

(S.27a)-(S.27e). We start with 

(S.36) 

whereX2 is given by Eq. (S.2Sc). We note that A2 (t;6,t;6) ==0. 
Then 
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AI(u,v) = 2kV( - uI~llmm ~) 

and using (S.17b) we have 

- !(p +,o)DV - (€ + E)(p +.0) V 

+ ! (p2 + .02) V - au V 

+ 2k(t;6lfPI + fPlt;61 + fPIlPI) = O. 

Then we observe that 

(5.37) 

(S.38) 

Uut + tuif = - uoVlm, (S.39) 

hence we take lPo = 0 to satisfy Eq. (S.17b). Therefore, 
K = t;6o = lPo = 0 and Eq. (S.38) solve the constraints. 

2. Example 2 

As a second example of Backlund transformations, we 
take the two-parameter transformation, which includes the 
GKS as a limit. This example is as follows: 

t= (!Z ~ ~ I, (S.40) 

i.e., we let I-I, n-n + VI, and m_m + ZI. For this exam
ple, we will construct only the Backlund correspondence, 
the solution of the associated equation will be presented else
where. To illustrate the Backlund construction process, we 
give the results in detail. We first set bl = Vand CI = Z. We 
also take K = O. Then from Eq. (S.26), we obtain the non
vanishing terms as 

A2 = -DV - 2(€+ E)V + 1TZ +iTZ, 

CI=pZ+uZ, 

C2 = 8 V + (2a + 213 - 1') V - AZ - p,Z, 
EI = -DZ-2EZ, 

E2 = 8Z + (213 - 1')Z + pV, 

E3 = ~Z + (za - r)Z + aVo 
E6 = (p -,o)z. 

(S.41 ) 

We already have wi = w~ = wi = w~ = O. 
(S.41) in Eq. (S.27) we have 

Inserting Eq. 

M=O, 

N = - wiZln + ( - w~Z + w~ V) 1m 

+ ( - wiZ + w~ V)lm, 

p = ( - w~Z)lm + ( - w~Z)lm, 

Q = w~Zlm + w~Zlm. 
We solve wt = 0 by taking (for Z #0) 

CI - HI = E2 = E3 = 0, P - .0 = O. 

Therefore we have (for Z #0) 

DZ+ (2€+p)Z+uZ=0, 

8Z+ (213-1')Z+pV=O, 

~Z + (2a - r)Z + aV = O. 

Nonvanishing components of ware 

w~ = !(DV + 2(€ + E) V - 1TZ - iTZ), 

w: = (,oZ + aZ), 

A. H. Bilge and M. GOrses 
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(S.4S) 
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TABLE VI. Construction of Biicklund correspondence for the examples given in Sec. V c. 

Vacuum 
Vacuum with cosmological 
Constant Electrovacuum 

Example 1 
OKS 

K=O K=O K=O, r/Jo=O 

I_I 
-!(p + p)DY - (e + e)(p + p)Y 
+ !(p2 +p2)Y - uuY=O 

- !(p +p)DY - (e +e)(p +p)Y 
+ !(p2 + ,02) Y - O'uY = - 3#0 

- !(P + p)DY - (E + E)(p + p)Y 
+ !(p2 +p2)Y _ O'uY 

n_n + VI 
m-..m 

Example 2 
I_I 

+ 2k(r/Jl V>1 + V>I r/JI + IPI V>I) = 0 

K=O, p-p=O, #0=0 

n-+n + VI 
m-»m+Z/ 

K=O, p-p-O 

DZ+(2E+p)Z+uZ=0 
;5z + 0/:1- r)Z + pY = 0 
f]Z + (m -r)Z +uY=O 

DZ+ (2E+p)Z+uZ=O 
;5z+ (,lP-r)Z +pY=O 
tJZ+ (m-r)Z+aY=O 

hence liJUliJ t =0. We note that tat = tat = tat = tat = 0 for 
this transformation also with a an arbitrary zero-form ma
trix. Then for vacuum fields all constraints are satisfied iden
tically, but for vacuum with cosmological constant we also 
need Po = 0 to construct a Backlund correspondence. 

We summarize these results in Table VI. 

VI. GENERALIZED KERR-SCHILD TRANSFORMATION 

The generalized Kerr-8child (GKS) transformation 
was given in Sec. V as an example of Backlund transforma
tions of Einstein's equations. We started with the parametri
zation of t given by Eq. (5.28) and we found that if 
K tPo = 0 for the background (known solution) and if t 
satisfies Eq. (5.33), (5.35), or (5.38) (depending on the 
source) we have a Backlund transformation. To find a new 
solution we have to solve the associated equations given in 
Table III for various cases. 

As an alternative approach to the study of the GKS 
transformation, we use the Newman-Penrose (NP) formal
ism in component form (see Table I). Starting from trans
formation of the tetrad vectors of the form I-+i, n-+n, 
m-+iii, where 

i = I, n = n + VI, iii = m, (6.1) 

it is possible to obtain the change in spin coefficients, compo
nents of the tracefree Ricci spinor, Weyl spinor, and scalar 
curvature in an arbitrary background (without assuming 
any symmetry or any simplifying choice of the tetrad24

). By 
a simple study of these expressions it can be seen that K = 0 is 
a linearity requirement for the transformation of the trace
free Ricci spinor and the curvature scalar. Furthermore, it 
can be seen that Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35) are in fact one of the 
field equations for Vand V + A, similarly Eq. (5.38) is a 
field equation for EV. Therefore if K = 0, the solution of the 
associated equations in compact NP formalism is equivalent 
to solving the transformation equations in component form. 
The integrability of the solutions is guaranteed by construc
tion of the prolonged idea1 in the compact NP formalism. 

In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case 
K tPoo 0 and give in Sec. VI A a brief review of Kerr
Schild metrics, the transformation of NP quantities, and 
some algebraic properties that follow. In Sec. VI B we give 
the mixed component of the Einstein tensor and we also ob-
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serve that (since Ip is geodesic) the field equations for the 
new solution are linear in V. We then consider vacuum to 
vacuum and vacuum to electrovacuum transformations (in 
fact, we need only a part of the transformation equations to 
obtain the following results). The main result is that it is not 
possible to find algebraically general, asymptotically ftat 
vacuum or electrovacuum metrics by applying the GKS 
transformation to a vacuum metric. This restriction is due to 
the fact that field equations are overdetermined and give a 
constraint on the background. 

A. GKS transformation: Review and transformation 
properties 

Kerr-Schild (KS) metrics32 have a special importance 
in the theory of general relativity. Einstein field equations 
constructed from these metrics are equivalent to the linear
ized field equations with ftat background.33 Most of the well
known metrics are in this class. These are the Schwarz
schild, the Reissner-Nordstrom, the Kerr, the Kerr
Newman, the Vaidya, p-p waves, and the de Sitter
Schwarzschild metrics. All twisting metrics in this class are 
obtained from the nontwisting metrics by a complex transla
tion.33

•
34 This is due to the fact that the field equations are 

Lorentz covariant and linear, hence the complexification 
generates the twisting solutions. In other words, the field 
equations are also invariant under complex Lorentz trans
formations. 

The generalized Kerr-Schild (GKS) metrics are those 
with nonftat background. Until now, the space-times de
scribed by these metrics (GKS space-time) were considered 
only for vacuum35 and pure radiation36•37 cases. Xanthopou
los38 has shown that the vacuum field equations correspond~ 
ing to the GKS metrics are equivalent to the linearized field 
equations in the background geometry. Taub37 was interest
ed in the pure radiation and cosmological solutions and us· 
ing the GKS metrics he found some new solutions. In all the 
studies mentioned above the background metric is algebrai
cally special. In this work we make no assumption on the 
background, and we find that there are in fact algebraic gen
eral backgrounds, admitting the GKS transformation. We 
now give the transformation of NP quantities. 

The transformation of the spin coefficient can be either 
obtained by comparing with liJ [Eq. (5.25)] or calculated 
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directly from the expressions for the derivatives of the tetrad 
frame (i.e., definition of connection), making use of 

D=D, E A- VD, 8=8, (6.2) 

where (D,A,8) and (D,E,8) are derivative operators defined 
in Sec. II, for background and transformed spaces, respec
tively. In the following all symbols represent scalar quanti
ties and - over a letter denotes the corresponding variable in 
the transformed space. We will also denote the background 
by (M,g) and the transformed space by (M,g), wheregandg 
denote the corresponding metrics. We recall that we restrict 
the background to the case K = 0, tPoo = 0, and we give the 
transformations of spin coefficients as 

if = 0, U = 0', P = p, 

€ = €, r = r, ir = 17", 

A=...t+uV, /l=/-l+pV, 

a =a, P=/3, 
r= y+ !(D + 2E' +p -.0) V, 

v = v + (;5 + 2a + 2,8 - 7 -17") V. 

(6.3) 

In Eq. (6.3) and from now on in this section, a, /3, y, ...t, /-l, v, 
P, 0', €, 7, K, 17" will denote the NP spin coefficients. 

Then the transformations of the tracefree Ricci spinor, 
curvature scalar, and Weyl spinor can be obtained from NP 
equations22 by direct substitution of Eq. (6.3) and making 
use of Eq. (6.1) as 

~ij = tPij + Sij' i,j = 0,1,2, 

A=A+S", 

~j = "'j + Sj, i = 0,1,2,3,4, 

where the Sy's, Sn' and S; are 

Soo=O, 

SOl =0, 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7a) 

(6.7b) 

S02 = O'DV + "'0 V + 0'[2(€ + E') + (p -.0)] V, (6.7c) 

2S1l = !D2V + ~(€ + E')DV + [D(€ + E') 

+ (€ + E')2 + O'U + p.o - p2 - p2] V, (6.7d) 

6SA = -!D2V-~(€+E')DV+ (p+.o)DV 

+ [-D(€+E') - (€+E')2 

+ 2(€ + E')(p +.0) + O'U - p.o] V, (6.7e) 

SI2 = ~8(D+ 2€+ 2E'+p -p) V + 0';5 V 

+ ["'I + 20'(a + In - 0'1' - p7 

+ !('a +/3 - 7)(D + 2€+ 2E'+p -.0)] v, 
(6.70 

S22 = A (p V) + [( £5 - 7 + l:i' + 3,8) 

X (;5 + 2a + 2,8 - 1') + "'2 
-/-leD + 2€ + 2£ +p -.0) 

- p(/-l + y + r) - Xu] V, 

SO=O, 

SI =0, 

3S2 = ~(D+€ +E'+p -.0) 
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(6.7g) 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

X (D + 2€ + 2E' + 3p -.0) V - 20'UV, (6.8c) 

S3 = VDa + !(;5 +p - T)(D+ lE'+p -.o)V 

+ (p + €)(;5 + 2a + 2jj - l' - 17") V 

- (7 + /3)uv + ~a(D + 2€ - P -.0) V, (6.8d) 

S4 = - A(uV) + VD(...t + uV) 

+ ;5(;5 + 2a + 2P l' - 17") V 

- uV(/-l + ji + 3y - r) 
- (...t + uV) (D + 3£ - € + 3p -.0) V 

+ (3l:i' + /3 + 17" - 1') 

X (;5 + 2a + 2jj - l' - 17") V. (6.8e) 

We now give a few results that can be obtained by a 
simple inspection ofEqs. (6.1)-(6.8). 

(a) The transformation of the tetrad basis [Eq. (6.1)] 
shows that there is a subgroup of the local Sl(2,C) transfor
mations in the background that also leave the transformed 
metric g invariant. This subgroup consists of null rotations 
around II', and boosts in the II' -nl' plane and spatial rotations 
in the ml'-ml' plane.31 Also it can be seen that only the sub
group consisting of spatial rotations in ml'-ml' plane com
mutes with the GKS transform. 

(b) Since /1' is a geodesic null vector in (M,g) [i.e., 
II';vl v = 0, where a semicolon denotes the covariant deriva
tivein (M,g)], and sinceK = il';vml'lv = Ois invariant under 
the GKS transformation, II' is also a geodesic null vector in 
(M,g) (i.e., I,l/vlv = 0), where I denotes the covariant deri
vative in (Mi). 

( c) If the tetrad frame r' = (I Il ,nl' ,mil ,mil) propagates 
parallely along /1' (i.e., lilT" V,1l = 0) in (M,g) we have 
K = € = 17" = 0. From the invariance of these spin coeffi
cients we have that T' (i 1l,;,1l ,mil ,mil) propagates parallely 
along III in (M,g) also (i.e., IIlT'vll' = 0). 

( d) The optical scalars 0' and p belonging to the null 
congruence with the tangent vector I Il do not change. 

(e) If III is a principal null direction (pnd) of the Weyl 
tensor of (M,g) then "'0 = 0, and since III is also geodesic, we 
have ~o = 0, thus III is also a pnd of the Weyl tensor in 
(M,g). 

(0 If the geodesic null vector III is a pnd of (M,g) with 
multiplicity 1 (i.e., "'0 = 0, "'I #0, the space-time is called 
algebraically general), then it is a pnd with multiplicity 1 in 
(M,g) also. If III is a pnd with multiplicity 2 (i.e., 
"'0 = "'1 = "'2 # 0, the space-time is called algebraically spe
cial), then it is a pnd with multiplicity at least 2 in (M,g). In 
other words, if II' is a geodesic null vector and a pnd in 
(M,g), then (M,g) will be algebraically general (special) if 
and only if (M,g) is algebraically general (special), but in 
the case (M,g) is algebraically special (M,g) need not be of 
the same type. 

B. The field equations 

Starting from the expression of the Einstein tensor given 
as 

GIlV = 2tP2zlll iv + It/Joonl'nv + 2tP20mll mv + 2t/J02mll mv 
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+ 2(~11 + 3A)(/ll n" + nll/") 

+ 2(~11 - 3A)(ml'm" + ml'm,,) 

- ~21 (Ill m" + mi,,) - ~12 (/1' m" + mi" ) 

- ~1O(nl'm" + ml'n,,) - ~Ol (nllm" + ml'n,,), 
(6.9) 

and using Eqs. (6.4 )-( 6.8), we obtain for the mixed compo
nent of the Einstein tensor 

G~ = G~ - 2(SlI - 3SA)~ 

+ 2 [S22 - V2(~00 + Soo) ]/1'1" + 2S00nl'n" 

+ 2S2oml'm" + 2S02ml'm" + 4S 11 (ll'n" + nl'l,,) 

- 2 V( ~oo + Soo) (/I'n" - nl'l" ) 

- 2S2I (ll'm" + ml'l" ) 

+ 2V(~1O + SIO) (ll'm" - ml'l,,) 

- 2S12 (/J.Jm" + mJ.J/,,) 

+ 2V(~01 + SOI)(/J.Jm" - ml'l,,) 

- 2SIO (nl'm" + ml'n,,) - 2SO\(nJ.Jm" + mJ.Jn,,). 
(6.10) 

Thus it can be seen that when II' is geodesic (note that 
S22 - V2~00 is linear for K = 0) and ~oo = 0, G~ is a linear 
functional of V. This is an important property that can be 
used for various purposes: If the background space-time is 
specified then the gravitational field equations become linear 
partial differential equations for V. Another consequence of 
this property follows: If a solution of the Einstein field equa
tions can be put in the GKS form, i.e., gil" = gl''' + 2VlJ.J/", 
where gl''' , V,II' are all known and if (M,g) has a cyclic coor
dinate, then any complex translation generates a new solu
tion of the Einstein field equations. These solutions mayor 
may not be distinct. 

Now we shall study the Einstein field equations, first 
assuming the background space-time is fixed. We recall that 
the transformation of the NP quantities are given for K = ° 
and ~oo = 0. Also, for electrovacuum, ~oo implies ~o = 0, 
hence ~Ol = ~02 = 0. Since Soo = ° we have ~o = ° therefore 
SOl = S02 = ° (in factSol=O). Thus, in the cases under con
sideration, the backgrounds V and EV satisfy 
~oo = ~O\ = ~02 = 0 and a first set of transformation equa
tions are given by S02 = SA = 0 (since Soo = SOl = 0). Also 
the equations giving the Backlund correspondence [Eq. 
(5.33) for V and Eq. (5.38) for EV] is equivalent to the 
SI1 + 3SA term. 

We rewrite the transformation of the tracefree Ricci 
spinor and curvature scalar for V, V + A, and EV as 

S02=0, 

6SA =0, 

2S11 = 4k(¢liPI + ipl'jJl + iplqJl)' 

SI2 = 2k(~lqJ2 + ipl¢2 + fPlqJ2), 

S22 = 2k(~2qJ2 + ipi~2 + fP2qJ2)' 

(6.11a) 

(6.11b) 

(6.11c) 

(6.11d) 

(6.11e) 

From (6.11) it can be seen that the solution of V de
pends crucially on p + P and 0', and the main compatibility 
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problem is in the solution of D V. For 0' = 0, we have a consis
tent system, and the solution will depend on arbitrary con
stants only, unless p + 15 = ° (in this case a Vis not specified 
and the solution will depend on an arbitrary function). But 
since K = ° and ~oo = ~O\ = ~02 = 0, then 0' = 0 implies that 
background is algebraically special with "'0 = "'I = ° (Gold
berg-Sachs theorem23). Also it can be seen that p + 15 = ° 
implies 0' = O. In the following we will be interested in alge
braic general backgrounds admitting the GKS transforma
tion, hence we will take O':fO, p + P:f0. We analyze the 
solutions for two cases: (i) S II = 0, and (ii) S II :f O. The first 
case includes V---+V, V---+null EV [¢II = 0 (see Ref. 27)] 
transformations, and the second represent V---+(non-null) 
EV transformations. 

(i) Sl1 = 0: We solveDV from Eq. (6.11c) as 

DV= {UoV, 

where 

(6.12) 

{Uo = (p + p> -I [P2 + 152 - 20'0' - 2(p + p> (E + E)]. 
(6.13 ) 

Then SA = ° is satisfied, but from S02 = 0, we obtain the 
following constraint on the background: 

"'0120' = (p + p> -1(0'0' - p2). (6.14) 

(ii) Sl1 :f0: WesolveDV from Eq. (6.11c). Then using 
S02 = 0, and SA = 0, we obtain 

D { ("'010') + 2p ] 

= [("'010') + 2p j2 + (E + E)[ ("'010') + 2p]. (6.15) 

Using Bianchi identities it can be seen that this condition is 
true whenever Soo = SOl = S02 = So = 0. 

Then V is the solution of 

DV = {UoV + Uo, 

where (Uo is given by Eq. (6.13), and 

Uo = 4k(~lfjl + fjl¢ll + fPlfjl)' 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

The constraints (6.14) and (6.15) are satisfied in the cylin
drical class of metrics described by Newman and Tambur
in039 and in stationary vacuum space-times discussed by 
Kota and Perjes.40 

We now give expressions for c5V and aVo From Eq. 
(6.11d) we obtain 

[(p2 _ O'O')/(p + p> ]c5V + 0'0' V + nv = S12' (6.18) 

where 

n = "'I + (c5 + a + P - r) [(p2 - O'O')/(p + p>] 

+ 20'(a + P) - 0'7 - pr (6.19) 

and 

S _ {O, for V and V + A, 
12 - 2k(¢llfj2 + ipl7P2 + fPlfj2)' for EV. 

Hence we can solve c5V if 

1 (p2 - O'O')2/(p + p> 12 - O'u:fO, 

as 

c5V = {UI V + U I , 

where 
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and 

[ 1 
2 -1 2 

] -I [ P uu ] 
UI = P ~~ -uu -uS12 + p~p S12' 

P P (6.24) 

and, sincep + P=j:.O, we solve AVas 

AV = W2 V - S22' 

where 

(6.25) 

W2 = (p + p) -I [8(a + P -1' + !(;)I) 

and 

+ 8(a + {3 - r + !wl ) + !wl «(;)1 + 3a + 5P - 21') 

+ !w l (WI + 3'11 + S{3 - 2r) + "'2 + ~2 
- (p +p)(r + y) + !(p +p)-I,u(2uu - 3p2 +.02

) 

+ 1I2(p + p) -1P,(2uu - Jjf2 + p2) + (a + p - 1') 

X (a + 3{3) + 2r1' + (a +{3 - r)(a + 3P) (6.26) 

{
a, for V and V + A, 

S22 = 2k{tPip2 + tp2tP2 + tpip2}' for EV. 
(6.27) 

Also tPi and tPi + tpi satisfy Maxwell equations [Eqs. 
(2.21a)-(2.21d)] in (M,g) and (M,g), respectively. Then 
V, in general, can be solved from Eqs. (6.12), (6.18), and 
(6.25) . 

We now return to the constraint equations (6.14) and 
(6.16) and investigate the existence of asymptotically fiat 
solutions. We recall that the behavior of these space-times 
has been studied by Newman and UntF5 and by Exton, New
man, and Penrose26 for vacuum and electrovacuum fields, 
respectively. Using their results we obtain the following 
theorems. 

Theorem 1: Ifboth (M,g) and (M,g) are asymptotically 
fiat vacuum space-times, then their Weyl tensors must be 
algebraically special. The GKS transform does not preserve 
algebraic generality transformations (see the next theorem 
for vacuum to electrovacuum transformations). 

Proof: Following Newman and UntF5 we can find a tet
rad frame for which K = 1T = € = P = P = r - a - {3 = 0. 
In this tetrad Eq. (6.14) has the form 

"'oIu= (uu-u2)!p. (6.28) 

We write the relevant NP equations as 

Dp=p2+UU, 

Du = 2pu + "'0' 
Then Eq. (6.28) gives 

Du!u = Dp!p =p + (uu!p). 

(6.29a) 

(6.29b) 

(6.30) 

Solving this equation, we have u = ap, where Da = 0. Then 
(6.29a) gives 

per) = [b- (1 +aa)r)-I =O(r- I ), (6.31) 

where Db = 0, and O( Y' ) is the order of magnitude symbol. 
Thus 

u(r) =a[b- (1 +aa)r) =O(r- I ), (6.32) 
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"'o(r) = a(ao - 1) [b - (1 + ao)r] -2 = 0(r- 2
), 

(6.33 ) 

(6.34 ) 

where ko = (1 - ao)!( 1 + ao) and DVo = 0. It is an as
ymptotically fiat space-time25 p=O(r- I ), U=0(r-2), 
and "'0 = 0(r- 5

), hence Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33), and shows 
clearly that (M,g) cannot be asymptotically fiat, and, since 
p, u, "'0 are invariant under the GKS transform (M,g) will 
have the same behavior. 

Theorem 2: If (M,g) is vacuum or electrovacuum with 
[I' a principal null direction (pnd) of the Maxwell tensor 
(tPo = 0), and (M,g) a non-null (tP, =j:.0) electrovacuum 
space-time, their Weyl tensors are algebraically special. 

Proof: Asymptotic behavior of electrovacuum space
times are given in the same tetrad frame as in the previous 
theorem. Then using Eqs. (6.15) and (6.29b) we have 

Du = D(",oIu+2p) = "'0 +2p, 
u "'oIu + 2p u 

hence 

"'oIu+2p= (b'-r)-I, Db'=O, 

u=a'(b'-r)-I, Da'=O, 

(6.35 ) 

(6.36a) 

(6.36b) 

but for asymptotically fiat space-times,26 u = 0(r- 2
), also 

p = O(r-I) and "'0 = 0(r- 5
). Therefore Eqs. (6.36a) and 

(6.36b) cannot be satisfied unless u = 0, i.e., (M,g) hence 
(M,g) are algebraically special. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We expressed Einstein's equations for vacuum, vacuum 
with cosmological constant, and electrovacuum fields as a 
differential ideal using a compact Newman-Penrose formal
ism, and we gave two prolongations of this ideal generalizing 
previous works '7 to vacuum with cosmological constant and 
electrovacuum fields. We obtained prolongations of these 
ideals and constructed Backlund transformations. Vacuum 
and vacuum with cosmological constant cases were also dis
cussed in Ref. 19. 

We also gave a method to obtain Backlund transforma
tions. The generalized Kerr-Schild transformation is a well
known example to these transformations. Existence of other 
Backlund transformations will also be studied. 

The transformations of Newman-Penrose quantities 
were given in Ref. 24. We present here the (linear) differen
tial equations for the transformation parameter for each case 
discussed above and show that algebraically general asymp
totically fiat vacuum and electrovacuum solutions cannot be 
obtained (starting from a vacuum solution). 

We finally remark that when the space-time admits two 
Killing vectors, it is known that Einstein's equations consti
tute a completely integrable system. For space-times with-

h R · S h . . 1618 out symmetry, t e anta- c wmger equatIOn . was pro-
posed as an associated linear equation for Einstein's 
equations, therefore in the case of two Killing vectors this 
equation should reduce to the Belinski-Zakharov system. 
This problem is currently studied. 
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